
English Language and Composition Advanced Placement
Syllabus

Course Overview
English Language and Composition is designed for the development of fluency in writing clear, 
forceful, effective prose.  It helps students develop the reasoning, reading, and writing skills 
necessary for successful work at the college level.

The students in this course will write utilizing several different rhetorical contexts, disciplines and 
forms through a variety of periods for a variety of purposes.  Because it is developed to meet the 
specific guidelines of The College Board, the course will help students become “aware of the 
interactions among a writer’s purposes, audience expectations, and subjects as well as the way 
generic conventions and the resources of language contribute to effectiveness in writing” (The 
College Board, pg. 7).  It is designed to help students learn how to write more effectively in their 
other courses across the curriculum as well as in their lives.

The course is organized around themes and will include a variety of major writing assignments, 
research based and analytical. It is based on teaching critical reading within the framework of 
American literature.

Texts: 
Shea, Renee H., Lawrence Scanlon, and Robin Dissin Aufses. The Language of Composition, 

Boston: Bedord/St. Martin’s, 2008.  Print.

In addition, we will be reading supplementary novels, essays, and poetry, including but not limited 
to Narrative of Frederick Douglass,  All the King’s Men, The Jungle, Poisonwood Bible, Travels  
With Charley, various letters, essays, speeches, and poetry by Hillesum, Lincoln, Kennedy, 
Dickens, Wilde, William Manchester, E. B. White, Pearl Buck, Tom Wolfe, Flannery O’Connor, 
John Holt, as well as others.

Recommended: Any good handbook and MLA guide

Grading Scale (in percentages):
93-100 % A
86-92% B
77-85% C
70-76% D
0-69% F

**The instructor reserves the right to give unannounced quizzes at any time throughout the 
semester.**

(See attached sheets for grading criteria of essays.)
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Research Paper:
The research project should be no shorter than FIVE (5) typed, double-spaced pages of text (in 
other words, not counting the Works Cited page).  The paper will be an author study that will 
include background about the author’s life as well as his or her works and their impact on society. 
You should use a minimum of five valid sources.  We will be discussing in class what sources are 
legitimate as well as further requirements.  Again, you should follow MLA formatting for the 
research paper.

Classwork: 
Class will be a combination of lecture, group work, discussion of readings, and answering student 
questions.  Within the time frame of each unit we will also work on structured essay writing, style 
analysis essays, and document-based questions (DBQs).  Tests will be a combination of objective 
and essay questions.  Attendance and participation in class discussions are essential.

Writing Assignments:  All essays are to be 2-3 pages in length unless otherwise indicated and are 
to be submitted typed, double-spaced (12 pt. font and 1” margins), and stapled.  The title should be 
centered on page 1.  Your name, the course, the class hour, the date, and the assignment should be 
in the upper left-hand corner of the first page (MLA format).

In addition, the peer edited rough draft should be attached to the back of the final draft.  Any 
teacher conferencing done on a given assignment should also be attached to the back of the final 
draft.

Work Make-up Policy: All work should be turned in on the date it is due.  If you are legally 
absent, you will have the time allotted by the school policy to make up any missed work.  Any 
work turned in past the due date will be given half credit.  Exceptions made for pre-approved late 
work.  There will be no extensions for the research paper.

Incompletes:  A grade of incomplete will only be given in extreme circumstances and is up to the 
discretion of the instructor.

Academic Honesty:  Any material in your papers that is not your original ideas or is not common 
knowledge must be documented.  In other words, if you use someone else’s ideas and/or words, 
you must give credit to the source.  Plagiarism is a serious offence and will result in failure!

Course Objectives and Goals:  The student should be able
• to understand how audience, purpose, genre, and context shape the meaning and 

effectiveness of all writing, especially writing done in college settings;
• to use writing and reading for inquiry, learning, thinking, and communicating in a 

college setting;
• to use various strategies for generating ideas, drafting, revising, and editing writing 

for out-of-class and in-class situations;
• to engage in college-level discussions that offer multiple perspectives;
• to locate, summarize, cite, critique and synthesize sources from the library.
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Course Strategies

Language Journals
Students begin class with a warm-up that consists of language-based questions, taken from the 
Voice Lessons pertaining to a key element from a given text.  By providing several sentences that 
evaluate the author’s rhetorical choices, students will develop a better understanding of how the 
use of language distinguishes professional writing.  The ultimate goal is for students to be 
cognizant of their own style.  Also, students will respond to ethical dilemmas culled from Randy 
Cohen’s The Ethicist, and offer critiques for arguments found in teacher- and student-selected 
editorials.

Vocabulary Development
Throughout the year students expand their vocabulary using the Sadlier-Oxford Vocabulary 
Workshop New Edition, level H with words that have a high frequency on the standardized tests, 
especially the SAT.  Working through word lists that are useful in oral and written communication, 
students develop a more sophisticated vocabulary.

Levels of Generality
Using this highly structured paragraph format as a basis for their writing at the beginning of the 
year, students learn to move comfortably through their paragraphs delineating their claims/ 
assertions about a text (dependent on the prompt style) then provide specific direct textual 
evidence/examples to support their initial statements.  Rounding out the paragraph, students move 
to craft original analysis that offers a new perspective on the text.

Christensen’s Rhetoric / Layering Sentences
Students use this method to analyze the sophistication of professional writing and develop their 
own.  After determining/diagramming the layers of modifiers, students imitate the sentence 
construction while providing original content, thus creating more descriptive, thoughtful, and 
interesting prose. 

Précis Writing / Opinion Editorial Focus
In order to become more informed, global citizens, students locate, read, and annotate numerous 
opinion editorials throughout the year as well as those provided by the teacher.  Using the précis 
paragraph construction, students learn to discern key elements of an author’s opinion while writing 
concisely to explicate it.

System of Annotation: SOAPSTone
This acronym provides the framework for which students annotate a text for prose analysis. By 
using this system of engaging the text, students learn to extract pertinent information while 
reading.

Range Finders
After most major writings, as a way to revise and improve their own essays, students read three 
representative samples from their peers.  Ranging from the top (high) of the student essays 
submitted to the middle (medium) and finally the bottom (low), essays are copied/typed and 
anonymously presented for class evaluation.  This tool gives students a better understanding of 
what is expected of them to achieve a top score in the class and on the exam while also giving 
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them an idea of where they stand as writers and where they need to focus to improve their skills. 
Through this process, students revise particular parts of essays or entire essays to meet course 
expectations.

Student Portfolios
Students are responsible for keeping all writings in a portfolio. At the end of the semester, students 
will have the chance to present for review three polished pieces of writing.

Course Calendar (subject to change at the discretion of the instructor)

**Please note the following:
1.  Approximately one in-class writing assignment a week will be administered throughout the 
course (with rubric); therefore, they are not listed separately on the course calendar.

2.  We will be discussing vocabulary associated with the various works we will be reading, as well 
as vocabulary that will help you on the SAT and AP exams.  I will expect you to utilize these 
words in your in-class and out of class assignments.

3.  I will be presenting mini lessons on tone, sentence structure/variety, transitions, generalization, 
specific details, diction, and voice as the need arises.  Many of these things we will be working on 
individually, but we will be discussing them as a group, too.

Course Introduction 

**It is very useful for students to purchase their own novels so that they may 
annotate directly in each book. These novels may be purchased anywhere 
(Barnes and Noble, Amazon, Dover Publications Thrift Editions, etc.).**

Unit #1 Summer Reading,
Introduction to Critical Reading & Rhetorical Analysis (chapters 1, 2, & 3)

In the first week or so of the semester the focus is on introducing students to the theory of rhetoric. 
As students begin to understand these concepts they complete close reading exercises based on 
their summer reading.  Concurrently students are introduced to the effects of language in 
conveying the author’s purpose through daily Voice Lesson journal questions.  

I.  Text:
 1.)  Summer reading

            II.  Skills Focus:
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                     1.)  Understanding Rhetoric- Students take notes on how we use rhetoric
                            everyday and on the way in which an author makes deliberate rhetorical
                            choices.  Students learn to:

    a.)  See the text as a finished writing of an author-not simply a book to
                                  be read

    b.)  Understand that there is a relationship between the reader & the
          writer

                            c.)  Learn to understand and think about the writer’s intent
                            d.)  Understand how elements such as diction, detail, image, tone are
                                  used to achieve a specific purpose

2.)  Style/Prose Analysis
                              a.)  Students evaluate diction and syntax in passages from the summer
                                    reading and analyze the journalistic and literary choices of the author. 

      3.)  Identifying & Evaluating Argument: 
                              a.)  Students mount an argument as to the teleological purpose of the
                                    novel using textual evidence and analysis. 

      4.)  Critical Reading Skills 
                               a.)  Students work on improving their close/critical reading skills by
                                     developing a system of annotation using the SOAPSTone method.
                               b.)  Using the knowledge gleaned from their close reading, students
                                     participate in a Socratic Seminar, or graded discussion to convey
                                     their opinions and increase their understanding of the text.

III.  Writing Application:
        1.)  Daily journal responses: language analysis (Voice Lessons)

              2.)  Rhetorical/Prose analysis: summer reading 
               a.)  Constructing an argument: summer reading
               b.)  Einstein letter
               c.)  Patterns of development

Unit #2 Education
Students will delve further into the study of rhetoric through the form of essays in education. We 
will explore how rhetorical devices are used to persuade an audience and how tone, diction, syntax, 
etc. differs depending on the author and the audience.
.

I.  Text:  The Language of Composition, The Scarlet Letter, The Adventures of Huckleberry
                Finn, Travels With Charley, Of Mice and Men.

II.  Skills Focus:
      1.)  Discuss how the writer brings the unfamiliar world to life for the reader (specific vs.
            general details).
      2.)   Description
     3.)  Diction, syntax, and tone.
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III.  Writing Application:
              1.)  Daily journal responses: language analysis (Voice Lessons)
              2.)  Constructing an argument: Writing a round table discussion where the student
                    analyzes the argument, diction, syntax, and tone of various authors.

Unit #3 American Realism
The study of American Realism, primarily with a wide variety of paired selections, offers a 
unique opportunity to examine fiction and non-fiction.  Beginning with Mark Twain, 
students read his short essay “How to Tell a Story” in order to have a guidebook of sorts to 
the way in which he views the purpose of storytelling.  The Narrative of Frederick 
Douglass presents opportunity for style analysis and argument analysis, while being paired 
with excerpts from other narratives and other styles of personal essay writing including 
NPR’s “This I Believe” program.  Assessments in this unit take the form of in-class 
writings over Frederick Douglass’ Narrative and Black Boy, as well as reading quizzes and 
applied practice quizzes over The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and some of the non-
fiction selections. 

I. Text: 
Fiction:

1.)  The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Mark Twain
2.)  “How to Tell A Story,” Mark Twain
3.)  “The Jumping Frog of Calaveras County,” Mark Twain
4.)  The Narrative of Frederick Douglass, Frederick Douglass
5.)  “Daisy Miller,” Henry James
6.)  Black Boy, Richard Wright

                 Non-Fiction:
1.)  “This I Believe”-NPR
2.)  “How the Other Half Lives,” Jacob Riis

Current Opinion-editorials selected to create connections between literature and modernity.

II. Skills Focus
1.)  Style/Prose Analysis

                     a.)  Examining style in order to identify authorial voice and tone.
                           i.)  Students will examine Twain’s “How to Tell a Story” using it to decipher
                                the construction of his jumping frog tale.  Exercises will include annotating
                                Twain’s fiction for the main elements of humorous/satirical storytelling
                                identified in his essay.  
                            ii.)  Students will construct their own style exercise assignment with a
                                  completed version in order to competently address those aspects that are
                                  most important within Twain’s “The Jumping Frog of Calaveras County.”  

    b.)  Understanding and identifying purpose within a historical context: 
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           i.)  Students will make use of The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn to identify
                 Twain’s implicit arguments about slavery, society, hypocrisy, education,
                 freedom, etc. Students, in small groups, will choose a passage that clearly
                 identifies one of these arguments, create a full set of annotations and
                 construct a position essay prompt.

     c.)  Personal Narrative vs. Modes of Personal Argument Construction
                             i.)  In an effort to expand students’ understanding of personal forms of writing
                                  they will be given several essays from NPR’s “This I Believe” radio
                                  program.  Each essay will be evaluated on two levels: stylistically and
                                  organizationally (with emphasis on the classical argument form). 

                       ii.)  For each essay, students will, in small groups evaluate and rank the writing
                              based on the categories above.  Each group will construct précis
                              paragraphs as a final evaluation of the each author’s piece.  

i. Students will construct a short response that constructs an 
argument about their personal value system.

               2.)  Identifying & Evaluating Argument
         a.)  Constructing a position 

                                  i.)  Students will, via a variety of texts in this unit, work towards
                                        establishing their own positions in their writing by using their own
                                        knowledge and/or supplemental documents.  
                                  ii.)  Students will begin by constructing a position on the fate of Daisy
                                        Miller, the main character of Henry James’ similarly named short story. 
                                        The essay, completed with a partner in class, will ask students to choose
                                        another character within the text or the society as a whole to “blame”
                                        for her death.  Students will be expected to formulate a position that not
                                        only relies upon the evidence within the text, but one that also makes
                                        of their historical and modern knowledge.   

END MP ONE  

Unit #4 Work (chapter 5)
The students will analyze the different perspectives on the meaning and motivation of work, from 
the work ethics of different cultures to the social responsibility of the successful business moguls. 

I.  Text: The Language of Composition, The Great Gatsby.

II.  Skills Focus:
      1.)  Discuss how the writer brings the unfamiliar world to life for the reader (specific vs.
            general details).
      2.)   Description
      3.)  Diction, syntax, and tone
      4.)  Identifying and Evaluation Argument

  After reading excerpts from “Celestial Eyes—from Metamorphosis to Masterpiece,”
  students will examine how the cover illustration of The Great Gatsby conveys
  complex themes and arguments.
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      5.)  Synthesis and Research
  Students will examine how F. Scott Fitzgerald’s life influenced his argument in The
  Great Gatsby.

III.  Writing Application:
        1.)  Daily journal responses: language analysis (Voice Lessons)
        2.)  Constructing an argument: Writing a round table discussion where the student
              analyzes the argument, diction, syntax, and tone of various authors.

  3.)  Students will study passages from chapters 1-3 of The Great Gatsby examining the
          rhetorical function of each.
  4.)  After finishing The Great Gatsby, students will synthesize their position on social
        mobility through a document-based question asking them to defend, challenge, or
        qualify the claim that the substance and mythology of the American Dream does
        more harm than good.  Prior to this writing a discussion of proper formatting and
        organization for such writing will occur.  After completion, students will be given
        body paragraph examples from high, medium and low essays—with an emphasis on
        commentary and outside evidence being the primary focus.  Student revisions of the
        complete essay will be assigned for homework.  
  5.)  Students will compose a full-length argumentative essay responding to the
        following quotation from The Great Gatsby: “Gatsby turned out all right at the end;
        it is what preyed on Gatsby, what foul dust floated in the wake of his dreams that
        temporarily closed out my interest in the abortive sorrows and short-winded elations
        of men.”  Students will evaluate the effectiveness of this proposition by considering
        the pros and cons of the communication of this argument.  
 6.)  Students will analyze the last two paragraphs from The Great Gatsby for rhetorical
       strategies. Specifically, students will examine how the function of the dash and the
       incorporation of the metaphor (enriched by diction) ultimately reveal Fitzgerald’s
       statement about history repeating itself and the pursuit of the American Dream. They
       will be asked to provide an analytical body paragraph to this prompt in a timed
       setting.

Unit #5 Community (chapter 6)
Students will explore the balance of individual concerns and community values, and examine how 
different types of communities arise. 

I.  Text: The Language of Composition, The Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass.

II.  Skills Focus:
      1.)  Discuss how the writer brings the unfamiliar world to life for the reader (specific vs.
            general details).
      2.)  Description
      3.)  Diction, syntax, and tone.
      4.)  Rhetorical and Style Analysis Writing

a.) Throughout their reading of the Frederick Douglass’ Narrative, students will be
     given style exercises on the text.  These exercises will include the identification
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     of tone shifts, rhetorical devices and Douglass’ unique use of syntax and diction.  
b.) Students will be given a style/rhetorical analysis essay over a passage from
     Douglass.  After essays have been graded, anonymous student samples will be
     examined with specific attention paid to commentary and analysis construction  
     Students will be given the opportunity to revise one of their body paragraphs
     afterwards for an improved grade.  

III.  Writing Application:
              1.) Daily journal responses: language analysis (Voice Lessons)
              2.) Frederick Douglass rhetorical strategies writing prompt
              3.) Various handouts for Frederick Douglass

Unit #6 Gender (chapter 7)
I.  Text: The Language of Composition, The Poisonwood Bible.

II.  Skills Focus:
      1.)  Discuss how the writer brings the unfamiliar world to life for the reader (specific vs.
            general details).
       2.)  Description
       3.)  Diction, syntax, and tone.

III.  Writing Application:
              1.)  Daily journal responses: language analysis (Voice Lessons)
              2.)  Constructing an argument: Writing a round table discussion where the student
                    analyzes the argument, diction, syntax, and tone of various authors.

Unit #7 Popular Culture (chapter 11)
Now that students have a better grasp on the foundation of the course, we will begin to more 
closely examine and practice the skills introduced and developed during first semester.  While 
much of this unit is steeped in fiction, the focus will be how the language choices of each piece 
reflect the author’s ultimate purpose.  Another focus will be on developing student writing.  In this 
particular unit, students will complete both a full-length synthesis essay (that could incorporate 
The Great Gatsby for evidence) and a full-length essay evaluating the argument presented in The 
Great Gatsby.   Also, multiple writing applications will require students to respond promptly and 
in a timed-setting.

I. Texts:

1.)  “In Another Country,” Ernest Hemingway
         2.)  “Hills Like White Elephants,” Ernest Hemingway
         3.)  “Indian Camp,” Ernest Hemingway
         4.)  “The End of Something,” Ernest Hemingway
          5.)  “Winter Dreams,” F. Scott Fitzgerald

II.  Skills Focus
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      1.)  Style/Prose Analysis
         a.)  Students will examine Hemingway’s style and how it effectively
               communicates his argument through his use of diction and repetition.

                           b.)  After reading multiple pieces from Hemingway and examining professional
                                 writers who have mimicked the styling of him, students will generate a list
                                 of Hemingway’s elements of style that consistently appear in each of his
                                 writings.  Then, in an application, students will determine a significant issue
                                 within popular culture and argumentatively respond to it, adhering to the
                                 same elements of Hemingway’s style.
                       2.)  Identifying & Evaluating Argument
                             a.)  Students will examine and discuss gender biases and issues of social class
                                   within “Winter Dreams,” while analyzing the pursuit of the American
                                   Dream.  

                 3.)  Synthesis & Research
           a.)  Students will study the composition of a synthesis question exploring
                 affirmative action, evaluating how the introduction and task is constructed
                 and how to evaluate each provided source.  Students will be provided with
                 fourteen sources (a variety of images and primary sources) and determine
                 the top five sources in developing a position that defends, challenges, or
                 qualifies the claim that the role of the American education system is to
                 balance race and ethnicity within classroom setting. 

II. Writing Application
                         a.)  Students will write an APB (All Points Bulletin) on the distinctive nature of
                               Hemingway’s writing, mimicking his style.
                         b.)  Writing and responding to various arguments to examine assumptions,
                                support, premises, conclusions, etc.  

**Students will write one researched argument and one non-researched argument 
(utilizing MLA formatting)
 

END MP TWO

Unit #8 Language (chapter 9)
I.  Text:  The Language of Composition.

II.  Skills Focus:
      1.)  Discuss how the writer brings the unfamiliar world to life for the reader (specific vs.
            general details).
      2.)   Description
      3.)  Diction, syntax, and tone.

III.  Writing Application:
              1.)  Daily journal responses: language analysis (Voice Lessons)
              2.)  Constructing an argument: Writing a round table discussion where the student

    analyzes the argument, diction, syntax, and tone of various authors.
               3.)  Cat on a Leash essay
               4.)  Seller and Buyer Letters
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Unit #9 Science and Technology (chapter 10) 
III. Text:  The Language of Composition

Fiction:  
             a.)  The Jungle 

                                     i.)  After discussing the connections between The Jungle and Fast Food
                                         Nation, students will examine several passages from both texts in order
                                         to discuss purpose and validity.  Students will write an in-class
                                         argument analysis essay that examines the social aspects of
                                         immigration, minimum wage and social responsibility.  
                               b.)  Visual image assessment

     i.)  During the study of The Jungle, students will begin an image
           evaluation assignment.  Photos from the stockyards, canning
           companies and warehouses of Chicago will be used to help establish
           a process of how to evaluate photographs.  Students will be asked to
           examine the photos in order to identify the attitude and understand
           the living conditions.  Jacob Riis photos from the same time in New
           York will also be examined.  Students will be expected to construct
            their own claims/thesis statements about the types of social
            arguments that are being made by these photographers.   

          ii.)  Students will also examine photos of the upper class from the same
                                              time period.  Students will be expected to construct a paragraph
                                              response that takes into account their prior photo analysis.  Their
                                              end goal is to create an argument that examines the enormous chasm
                                              between the rich and poor at the turn of the last century.  

              c.)  Annotated Bibliography, MLA Formatting/Citation, Source Evaluation 
     i.)  At the end of this unit of study, students will be assigned a topic of
          study that can be studied through several periods of American
          History.  Topics will include: Foreign Policy and U.S. Role in global
          disaster, Immigration, Freedom of speech and its protection, Poverty
          and the role of government, etc.     Students will be expected to collect
          between 6-8 sources that chart the development and growth of this
          topic over the course of history, with special emphasis on its role
          today.  

                                      ii.)  Students will be given an MLA citation tip sheets and online
                                            reference guide for their use as well as a short lesson on proper
                                            citation and the correct manner in which to construct the annotations. 
                                            The final product will contain proper MLA citation.
                                       iii.)  Annotations will be brief, approximately 5-7 sentences in length.
                                              The primary purpose of these annotations will be to evaluate the
                                              purpose of the sources as well as their usefulness in examining this
                                              topic.  

IV. Writing Application
1.)  Daily Journal-Voice Lessons 

         2.)  Explicit/Implicit Argument writing 
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         3.)  DBQ & Body Paragraph exercises 
         4.)  Daisy Miller Argument Construction 
         5.)  Evaluating Photos for Argument: Chicago Meatpacking 
         6.)  Annotated Bibliography  

Unit #10 Politics (chapter 13)
Specifically, this unit will help further develop students’ knowledge of analysis and provide 
multiple applications to help them reach rich, dense commentary.  Focusing on the development of 
an argument, students will study not only the construction of an argument, but also the pros and 
cons to an argument.  Furthermore, considering the amount of time already spent analyzing style 
and argument, the focus within class will now shift to writing application and construction.

I.Texts:
1.)  “The Gettysburg Address,”  Abraham Lincoln

   2.)  “First Inaugural Address,” Franklin Delano Roosevelt
   3.)  “Inaugural Address,” John F. Kennedy
   4.)  “Iron Curtain,” Winston Churchill
   5.)  “Four Freedoms,” Franklin Delano Roosevelt
   6.)  “The Gospel of Wealth,” Andrew Carnegie
   7.)  President Bush’s speech delivered after 9/11/01
   8.)  State of the Union Address Rebuttal (speakers vary)
   9.)  Declaration of Independence
   10.)  All the King’s Men, Robert Penn Warren

II.)  Skills Focus
                      1.)  Style/Prose Analysis
                             a.)  After identifying the tone of FDR’s “Four Freedoms” speech, students
                                   will examine specific passages that employ word choice to reveal the tone. 
                                   Afterward, students are asked to examine two more specific passages
                                   whose syntax reflects the tone.  In both instances, students are asked to
                                   formally respond to how the tone is communicated. 

            b.)  Students will first analyze key rhetorical strategies in Lincoln’s
                  “Gettysburg Address,” then consider how these strategies convey
                   Lincoln’s ultimate plan for the future.

                2.)  Identifying & Evaluating Argument
                            a.)  Identify and discuss the function of ethos, pathos and logos within
                                  President Bush’s address to the American public after 9/11.  This
                                  contemporary, easily accessible, impromptu speech will be used to evaluate
                                  the effectiveness of the three appeals and how readily they can be
                                  incorporated into their own writing.
                             b.)  Analyze and describe the construction of a State of the Union address and
                                  the rebuttal provided by the opposing party in an expository writing.  This
                                      task strengthens students’ comprehension of argument, by asking them to
                                      objectively evaluate two opposing arguments.
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                     3.)  Critical Reading Skills
          a.)  Students complete Applied Practice multiple choice quizzes for FDR’s
                “First Inaugural Address,” and JFK’s “Inaugural Address.”

                                   b.)  Question stem annotation and question-type identification—answers to
                                         be identified by the students for the question stems before examining
                                         the answer choices.  Only after students have looked at the passage and
                                         question stems and written their answers for those questions will they
                                         be given the actual applied practice quiz in its entirety.  The purpose is
                                         that they come to depend upon their own understanding of the text and
                                         its devices, style, tone, etc.
                                  c.)  To further students’ understanding of commentary, they will be
                                         provided the text for FDR’s “First Inaugural Address” with minimal
                                         annotations on it.  They’re responsible for annotating these annotations
                                         for meaning, thus producing commentary.
                                  d.)  Students will strengthen their close reading skills by scrutinizing the
                                        speeches for the SOAPSTone elements.  

4.)  In-class writing topics: 
      1.)  Definition of Freedom 

                                2.)  Following discussion of Orwell’s “politics and the English Language” 
                                      attack or defend Orwell’s statement: “If you simplify your English, you
                                      are freed from the worst follies of orthodoxy.” 
                                3.)  Language inflation – Bosmajian excerpt: oppression of political
                                      language.  Following discussion, students write about how human beings
                                      in every age have had a need to identify leaders. What makes a leader
                                      and who today fits the description? Why?
                                4.)  Alfred Nobel, Adolf Hitler, Winston Churchill, Martin Luther King,
                                      Albert Einstein: How have these people used their gift of free will?

        5.)  Other writing assignments 16 & 17: 1. Read “I Want a Wife”, R/W 568;
              “Dooley is a Traitor”, p. 582; “The Storm”, p. 515; ”On Sexual
               Separatism”, p. 524.

a.)  Write a response to the selections focusing on selected issues from
       several selections.

                                       b.)  Write a comparative essay about selections from Thoreau and King.

                III.)  Writing Application
                    1.)  Students will bolster their knowledge of analysis and structure of an essay,
                          by completing an essay missing the commentary.  The students are provided
                          an essay from the 2006 William Hazlitt passage that includes the primary
                          components of an essay (introduction, thesis, conclusion) and the claim
                          sentence and evidence from two body paragraphs.  Their responsibility is to
                          develop commentary for the evidence provided, tying back into the main     
                         idea located in the claim sentence.  After practicing this skill, students will
                         choose one body paragraph from a previous assignment that they will revise
                         for homework.  The type written paragraph must have the added commentary
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                         noted through the “strike through” function on the computer.
                         a.)  In an expository writing form, students will describe the implicit and
                               explicit argument of each inaugural address read in class.  This will be
                               used to help them develop their outlines (see #3 below) and streamline
                               their analysis of the inaugural addresses.
                         b.)  Argument Analysis of inaugural addresses (JFK/FDR compare/contrast
                                outline) completed as a group.  Students will be provided a plan for
                                addressing paired passages and will be asked to apply this format to the
                                two inaugural addresses in outline structure.
                          c.)  After analyzing Andrew Carnegie’s “Gospel of Wealth,” students will
                                act as an editor for Carnegie generate a list of “flaws” to be corrected for
                                a stronger argument.  While somewhat creative in nature, this application
                                invites students to compose in a unique form about public policies.  This
                                activity strengthens argument analysis skills and advises them about
                                points to consider for revision in their own essays.
                         d.)  Students will compose a full-length essay to the 2005 AP Peter Singer
                               prompt. A nice companion to Andrew Carnegie’s “Gospel of Wealth,”
                               students will be asked to develop an essay evaluating the pros and cons of
                               Singer’s belief that “whatever money you’re spending on luxuries, not
                               necessities, should be given away.”  
                        e.)  After analyzing the tone and syntax in “Four Freedoms,” students develop
                              an argument and write to two different audiences.  The audiences will be
                              revealed through each student’s use of tone and syntax.  
                        f.)  All the King’s Men: 
                             i. Character mapping of main characters

                                   ii. Write a news or feature article on any of the characters.

Unit #11 Nature (chapter 12)
I.  Text: The Language of Composition

II.  Skills Focus:
            1.)  Critical evaluation 

III.  Writing Application:
              1.)  Daily journal responses: language analysis (Voice Lessons)
              2.)  Rhetorical/Prose analysis 
              3.)  Constructing an argument: 
                    a.)  Compare various types of reviews: literary, music, art, etc.  What justice can a
                          review give something like music or art?  How are the non-verbal pieces related
                          to the written word?  How can they convey more than (or less than) the written
                          word?
END MP THREE

Unit #12 Sports and Fitness (chapter 8)
I.  Text: The Language of Composition.
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II.  Skills Focus:
      1.)  Discuss how the writer brings the unfamiliar world to life for the reader (specific vs.
            general details).
      2.)   Description
      3.)  Diction, syntax, and tone.

III.  Writing Application:
1.) Daily journal responses: language analysis (Voice Lessons)

Unit #13 Culminating Projects (The Inferno and The Legacy Project)

I.  Text:  The Inferno, novel of choice for each group of 3 (or fewer) students.

II.  Skills Focus:
      1.)  Discuss how the writer brings the unfamiliar world to life for the reader (specific vs.
            general details).
      2.)   Description
      3.)  Diction, syntax, and tone.
      4.) Background of Dante’s life.
      5.) Dante’s life and its relation to the novel – connection between life and politics in the
           novel. 

III.  Writing Application:
              1.) Daily journal responses: language analysis (Voice Lessons)
              2.) Major project (with presentation to the class) based on the novel for both The Inferno
                   and The Legacy Project.

Final Exam
END MP FOUR
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